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About the Exhibition
Six Painters is an exhibition highlighting the work of six painters from  

across the upstate New York region. The style of painting included in the  

exhibition ranges from abstraction to representational and back to abstraction 

again. The exhibition will showcase the surreal, the serene, and the sublime.

The six painters: 

DaShon Aubrey (Rochester, NY) 

Suzanne Onodera (Ithaca, NY) 

Anne Polashenski (Palmyra, NY) 

Rebecca Soriano (Rochester, NY) 

Susan Stuart (Albany, NY) 

Cliff Wun (Rochester, NY)

Exhibition Dates:  
July 23—September 1, 2022

Exhibition programming at Main Street Arts is made possible  
by the New York State Council on the Arts with the support of  
the Office of the Governor and the New York State Legislature



DaShon Aubrey (Rochester, NY)

“For a while, I’ve wanted to explore looser compositions. The majority of my practice  

contains edge-to-edge painting; there was comfort here, knowing that all of the  

canvas is crowded. With these works, I’ve allowed myself to step away from all-over  

gestural painting.”

DaShon Aubrey. Hill (b. 1998) is an American visual artist producing paintings,  

drawings, and photographs. Focusing primarily on abstraction, DaShon uses painting  

as an introspective tool. Contemplative thoughts manifest themselves into dancing  

lines, bodily forms, and divisive fields of color. DaShon Aubrey. Hill was born, raised,  

and currently resides in Rochester, New York.



Suzanne Onodera (Ithaca, NY)

“These paintings—although traditional landscapes on many levels—are more mood driven  

personal examinations abstracted from nature. My inspirations are derived by the subtleties  

in weather, climate and atmosphere that evoke sensations and memories within me.  

Devoid of any man-made elements, they are solitary escapes, providing a transcendental  

experience into a floating world where society and civilization are eerily absent. These  

landscape abstractions do not exist in the past, present or future nor are they literal  

depictions of a particular place or historical reference. It is the ambiguity in these  

environments that is intriguing to me and drives this body of work.” 

Suzanne Onodera has a strong connection to the landscapes in Northern California where  

she grew up and spent most of her adult years. Craggy coast lines, undulating mountain  

ranges, drifting fog banks, fire charred hillsides and the pools and rivers stricken by drought  

all find their way into her work. Although she is inspired by land, place and nature, all of her  

imagery is invented. It is detached from any historical or specific link to time or place. Ultimately, 

this work is about transcendental beauty and connectivity between humans and nature, and  

to the self and the sublime. Onodera works to create the mood on her canvases through the  

subtle layering of various shades lending the works a sense of depth and atmosphere.

Suzanne Onodera attended the School of the Art Institute of Chicago for two years and finished 

her BFA, Painting, with High Distinction at the California College of the Arts in Oakland, CA.



Anne Polashenski (Palmyra, NY)

“I create still life images of plants using both my own photographs as well as found images 

and I collage them together in Photoshop to create the composition from which I work. I use 

a number of tools to cover my paper with gouache paint – using the gouache like an acrylic 

but playing with the opacity of the medium. I enjoy the physicality of creating the plant as a 

foreground image and adhering it to the painted background. Therefore, painted paper cut out 

collages are the finished product! I work with plants because I am surrounded by them in my 

home and garden and in the woods where I walk. My paintings bring nature indoors and each 

leaf has a story to tell.”

Anne Polashenski is a mixed media artist living in Palmyra, NY. For twenty years, Brooklyn  

was her home. During that time she taught art in public schools in association with  

The Joan Mitchell Foundation and Studio in a School. Polashenski grew up in Liverpool, NY 

where her childhood home was filled with gold patterned velvet flocked wallpaper and large 

vibrant paintings of gypsies and matadors, chandeliers and red carpeting - very 1970s.  

She draws her eccentric taste from that style. She creates dense and complex compositions 

built from painted paper, drawings, photographs and gouache paint. Polashenski has been 

inspired by her Polish ancestry, by her travels and by the challenges that confront her as she 

approaches other cultures. The patterns and structures of other cultures, in their unfamiliarity, 

become the tools with which she learns familiarity, both with herself and with other people. 

These experiences help her reflect upon her own culture and clarifies her relationship with it.

Rebecca Soriano (Rochester, NY)



Rebecca Soriano (Rochester, NY)

“My work explores the emotional space between anxiety, stress and acceptance.  

I layer and mix multiple mediums together to create semi abstract, near chaotic  

portraits that capture the unguarded inner self. Working in this way is a deeply  

personal but relatable form of cathartic self-therapy.”

Rebecca Soriano studied fine art printmaking at the Academy of Art  

in San Francisco. She currently lives and works in Rochester, NY.



Susan Stuart (Albany, NY)

“These works have grown out of an on-going architectural series. Within the series,  

I’ve been inspired by construction sites, worked with distortions of structures and, now,  

in these furthered the abstraction of space and shapes while still retaining some of the  

linear shapes found in construction.

I’m energized and challenged by incorporating two disparate painting approaches within each  

work. I see a contrast of the chaotic and the controlled movement, I feel the push and the pull  

of opposing levels of space, and I’m aware of a contrast between stability and change. I see  

the resulting paintings as a metaphor for relationships. As in a relationship between two people 

with very different personalites, yet everyone would have their own interpretation.”

Susan was born in Worcester Ma, and now lives and works in Albany, NY. She earned an  

MA’76 from UAlbany and a BFA’69 from Syracuse University. In the mid 90’s she studied  

with Rudolf Baranik at the Art Students League. In 1995 she received national recognition  

from The Marie Walsh Sharpe Art Foundation’s Teacher Artist Program with a residency  

at Colorado College, Colorado Springs, Co.

Susan taught public school art for thirty-three years and now continues her painting full time.  

Her works have emphasized three different series: architecture; dogs; and abstraction.  

The work is filled with purpose, thoughtful observation and textured color.



Cliff Wun (Rochester, NY)

“My work is deeply informed by my experience growing up in modest means as  

a Chinese American man in the USA. It is ultimately about longing and desire  

and a search for love and beauty.”

Clifford Wun was born in Hong Kong and immigrated to the USA when he was  

2 years old. He received a BFA in Illustration from the Rhode Island School of Design  

and a MFA from the Maryland Institute College of Art’s Hoffberger School of Painting.

He has worked as an Illustrator, Art director, Set Designer and Fabricator. In the 1980’s  

he did a short stint as a bartender at Studio 54 as a way to earn money to pursue his  

dream of being an artist. His work in painting, photography, and printmaking has been  

shown nationally and internationally and is in many private collections.

He is currently an Associate Professor in the School of Art at the Rochester Institute  

of Technology.



On our second floor…
The Robert and Francie Marx Art Resource Library opened in August 2021  

and contains nearly 2,000 books and publications donated to Main Street Arts 

from over 50 gallery supporters. 

The library is named for Robert and Francie Marx, close friends of Main Street 

Arts and also among the first to donate books to the library. Robert Marx was  

a prolific figurative artist with a career spanning 7 decades and Main Street Arts 

continues to represent Robert’s work. 

The collection of art books illuminates the impact of the arts on culture,  

society, and the human experience with a focus on artists, art movements,  

craft, design, architecture, art instruction, the philosophy of art, and more.  

Books in the collection range from historical to contemporary. 

 

Rotating exhibitions of artwork by Robert Ernst Marx take place in the 

art resource library on a quarterly basis. 


